
Books to Check Out—Numbers, Counting 
 

Counting down from five (concept of “take away”), rhyming, cute lit-
tle story. 

Counting through Ned’s day, 1-12.  Delightfully illustrated. 

Counting 1-10 with teddy bears; illustrated with cute photos. 

Chipmunks find a lot as they count and clean up their messy room.  
Four historic vinyl records.  Six stinky socks, fun to plug nose to say.  
Seven crayons in a boot?!  Eight, nine, and ten can be counted one 
by one, or by twos.  Great opportunity to talk about keeping one’s 
room tidy. 



Counting dogs—various colors, situations, and breeds.  Good chance 
for comparisons (how are they alike/different?  e.g. What are they 
doing—such as p. 8, How many have neckerchiefs?  p. 10 which one 
is yawing?  etc.); p. 7 pattern. 

Large colorful photos.  Opportunities to compare.  One little dog, 
two colorful cats, three safety pins (why important?), four blocks 
(what shapes/colors?), five insects (excellent photos—compare bod-
ies, count legs, etc.), six beach balls (different views), seven crayons 
(name the colors), eight presents (synonym: gifts; compare wrap-
pings, sizes, shapes), nine candles (colors), ten yoyos (diff sizes, col-
ors).  Last double page counting various animals. 

Counting, colors, animals, trucks—great photos.  Bilingual Spanish/
English.  Opportunities to compare, how many of each, what sounds 
they make, pages for matching number to photos, last double page 
gives pronunciation guidance. 

Dora gathers various fruit for her basket, counting 1-10.  Bilingual 
Spanish/English, with pronunciation help. 

Counting 1-12, nice photos, bilingual Spanish/English.  Lots of op-
portunities to compare. 



Very clever counting as the family shops for a family dinner, then 
counts again as they prepare it.  Good feelings as everybody helps, 
then enjoys their feast together.  The number written on the dot in 
the top right corner indicates reading level.  This book is rated for 
grades K-1, as far as reading. 

A competition that ends in disaster, but lots of outrageous fun 
along the way.  An opportunity to talk about safety, reality, and   
appropriate behavior.  The number written on the dot in the top 
right corner indicates reading level.  This book is rated for 2nd 
grade readers, but lots of fun as a read aloud for younger children. 

Not only counts dogs, but includes various dog sounds. 

Fun illustration of the song:  little one is crowded in a bed with lots 
of stuffed animals.  Various sounds of hitting the floor.  What hap-
pens when the little one is left all alone in the bed? 

Counting band members as they assemble at a park gazebo (and fill 
it beyond capacity).  Alliteration, colorized black and white with 
shading artwork. 



Beautifully and uniquely illustrated by Jan Brett, with lots of details 
to look for in the pictures.  The dot with the number written on it in 
the top right corner indicates the reading level.  This book is rated 
for 3rd grade readers. 

Counting bears and wheels, including acrobatics and accidents.  
Simple text, pictures carry the entertaining story along. 

A more involved counting story, perhaps needing summarized by a 
more advanced reader for the youngest learners.  A variety of ani-
mals. 

The count-loving count welcomes friends to his castle for a party.  
First they will find a list of things in numbers 1-10, then enjoy cup-
cakes.  Some alliteration. Illustrated glossary at the end. 


